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p-DOMINANCE AND BELIEF POTENTIAL
BY STEPHEN MORRIS, RAFAEL ROB, AND HYUN SONG SHIN1
This paper elucidates the logic behind recent papers which show that a unique
equilibrium is selected in the presence of higher order uncertainty, i.e., when players lack
common knowledge. We introduce two new concepts: belief potential of the information
system and p-dominance of Nash-equilibria of the game, and show that a Nash-equilibrium is uniquely selected whenever its p-dominance is below the belief potential. This
criterion applies to many-action games, not merely 2 x 2 games. It also applies to games
without dominant strategies, where the set of equilibria is shown to be smaller and
simpler than might be initially conjectured. Finally, the new concepts help understand the
circumstances under which the set of equilibria varies with the amount of common
knowledge among players.
KEYWORDS:
Common knowledge, higher-order uncertainty, infection argument, equilibrium selection, risk-dominance, stochastic potential.

1. INTRODUCTION

common knowledge,the outcome depends
not only on players'beliefs about payoffs,but also on their beliefs about others'
beliefs about payoffs, on their beliefs about others' beliefs about their own
beliefs, and so on ad infinitum. Initially, it might be expected that such a
hierarchyof beliefs would, if anything,enlargethe set of equilibriumoutcomes.
This paper argues,however,that in certaingamesit reducesthe set of equilibria
to a unique outcome. The logic behind this is as follows. Suppose that one
player is known to take a certain action at some informationset (which may
itself have a very small probability).Then this knowledgemight implya unique
best responseby some other player at informationsets where the first information set is thought possible. This, in turn, implies how the original player
responds to that knowledge,at a yet larger informationset, and so on. If this
chain of reasoningresults in a unique action profile, then we have elicited a
WHEN PAYOFFSIN A GAME are not

unique equilibrium.

Infectionargumentsof this kindhave been used in a numberof recentpapers.
Rubinstein's(1989) electronic mail game example showed how outcomes of a
game with commonknowledgeof payoffsmay be very differentfrom outcomes
of the game with a "small"departurefrom common knowledge.Carlssonand
van Damme (1993)showedhow a naturalrepresentationof "globaluncertainty"
implies that the risk-dominantaction is alwaysplayed in any particularrealization of payoffs in a two-person,two-actiongame. Shin and Williamson(1992)
showed that in a class of coordinationgames with incompleteinformation,the
1 We thank seminar participants at CORE, SITE, Churchill College (Cambridge), Nuffield
College (Oxford), Warwick University, Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona, Universidad Carlos III
de Madrid, the 1993 summer workshop at Gerzensee, Switzerland and the GREQE Marseille
Conference on "Epistemic Logic and the Theory of Games." Special thanks are due to Dieter
Balkenborg, Chris Harris, Atsushi Kajii, George Mailath, Meg Meyer, Dov Samet, and Fernando
Vega-Redondo.
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onlypure-strategyequilibriainvolveeach playerchoosinga "simple"strategy-a
strategywhich is constant across states-even when state-contingentstrategies
are Pareto-improving.Each of these papers uses a version of the infection
argument.
Our primarypurpose here is to delineate, for two-personfinite games of
incompleteinformation,exactlywhichpropertiesof payoffsand the information
structureallow such an argumentto operate. When is it the case that some
playerchoosinga certainactionsomewhereon the state space impliesthat each
playerchooses the same action everywhereon the state space?We give a global
version of the infection argument,a versionwhich is independentof where the
infectionstarts.In Section 3, we introducethe notion of beliefpotential,whichis
a propertyof the informationsystemand measuresthe extent to whichinformation sets overlap.Roughly,the belief potential is the largestprobabilityp such
that, for any informationset of either player, some statement of the form "1
believes with probabilityat least p that 2 believes with probabilityat least p
that 1 believes... that the true state is in the originalinformationset" is true at
every state. In Section 4, we introducethe notion of p-dominancefor a strict
Nash equilibrium.An actionpair is p-dominantif each actionis a best response
to any conjectureplacing at least probabilityp on the other player taking his
action in the pair. Our results show that the relationshipbetween the belief
potentialof the informationsystemand the level of p-dominanceof Nash-equilibriaof the game determinewhetherthe infection argumentoperates.
These new concepts allow us to evaluate and extend earlier argumentsusing
the infection argument.Carlssonand van Damme (1993) showed how a certain
kind of globaluncertaintyimpliesthat a risk-dominantequilibriumis selected in
2 x 2 games. Interestingly,this prediction coincides with other attempts.to
select among strict Nash equilibria by other methods-i.e., the axiomatic
approachof Harsanyiand Selten (1988) and the evolutiveapproachof Kandori,
Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993). Although these earlier attempts
provideclear answersfor 2 x 2 games,the mode of their argumentis specificto
this class, with the consequencethat generalizationsto largerclasses of games
are not obvious. However, by appeal to the notions of belief potential and
p-dominance,we are able to constructan argumentfor many-actiongames. In
particular,we show that if some action pair is p-dominantat everystate of the
world, one of those actions is a dominant strategy for some player at some
informationset, and the belief potential exceeds p, then that action pair is
played everywhere.Moreover, this result is based on iterative deletion of
dominated strategies, and not on the more restrictiveequilibriumreasoning.
Conversely,we show that for any p greater than the belief potential, it is
possible to constructa game where some action pair is p-dominant at every
state of the world,one of those actionsis a dominantstrategyfor some playerat
some information set, and yet a pure-strategyBayesian Nash equilibrium
involvesother actionsbeing played somewhereon the state space.
Another applicationof our concepts is to the continuityof equilibriawith
respect to the amount of common knowledge that players are assumed to
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possess. Rubinstein(1989) arguedthat his exampleshowsthat a slightdeparture
from commonknowledge(in the sense of a large but finite numberof levels of
iterated knowledge) alters discontinuouslythe outcome(s) that would have
occurredunder commonknowledge.An ensuingpaper by Mondererand Samet
(1989) argues that the discontinuityis an artifact of the way that "almost
common knowledge"is defined, and that continuity can be restored by an
appropriatedefinitionof "closeness"on informationstructures.2In particular,
an event is said to be commonp-belief if everyonebelieves it with probabilityat
least p, everyone believes with probabilityp that everyone believes it with
probabilityp, and so on ad infinitum.If payoffs are common p-belief, for p
close to one, then equilibriumoutcomes are close to those under common
knowledge.We show that the infection argumentoperates exactlywhen there is
no nontrivialevent which is common p-belief for p close to one. But we also
arguethat this situationarises naturallyin the finite (or even countablyinfinite)
state-spacecase. Therefore,in such cases there is no contradictionbetween the
Rubinstein and the Monderer-Sametapproaches,although the issue acquires
greaterinterest in the infinite state-spacecase.
Carlssonand van Damme (1993) and our main result rely on the action of
some player at some informationset startingthe infection argument.But it is
also possible to make a conditionalstatement:if a certain action is played in
some BayesianNash equilibrium,then it is played everywherein that equilibrium. This means that, in a two-actiongame, if a certain action is p-dominant
everywhere,then the only possiblepure-strategyBayesianNash equilibriaare to
alwaysplay the p-dominantaction pair, or to alwaysplay the other action pair.
In other words,we rule out the possibilityof equilibriawhere a playerchooses
one action at a certain subset of states and then switchesto another action at
other states. This result illustratesthat the infection argumentcan reduce the
set of equilibria even when there are no dominant strategies. Shin and
Williamson's(1992) more general argumentfor such "simple"strategies uses
similarlogic but relies on continuousaction spaces.
The remainderof the paper is organizedas follows. In the next section, we
providea "leadingexample"which illustratessome of the paper'skey ideas. In
Section 3, we define the belief potential of an informationsystem.In Section 4,
we characterizethe p-dominanceof strict Nash equilibria.Section 5 connects
these concepts and gives the main results.
2. LEADING EXAMPLE

Considerthe followingincompleteinformationgame. There is a state space
consistingof 2N states, Q = {1,2,... ,2N}, with each state equallylikely.There
are two players: 1 observes information partition, Y1-= ({1}, {2, 3}, ... {2N 2, 2N - 1},{2N}), while 2 observespartition,92 = ({1, 2},{3,4},... {2N - 1,2N}).
2 Stinchcombe(1989) introduceda related notion of almost common knowledge,which is in
between Rubinstein'sand Monderer-Samet's.
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Informationsystems with this structureof overlappinginformationsets arise
naturally in many classes of problems where there is a lack of common
knowledge.Examplesinclude the coordinatedattack problemof the computer
science literature (Halpern (1986)), the electronic-mailgame of Rubinstein
(1989), and the hidden envelopes tradingproblemof Geanakoplos(1992).
Now suppose that at each informationset, each player has a choice of two
actions, L or R; if the true state is cv,then payoffsare:
Player2
Player 1

where xi: Q

(-oo,

L

R

L

2,2

0,0

R

0,0

x1(co), x2(cv)

2), and xi(Z) is constant on player i's information set for

i = 1,2. Now suppose that in addition, xi(Z) < 0 for some i and cv. For xi(w)
positive, there are two strict Nash equilibriaof this 2 x 2 game. However, for
the incomplete-information
game as a whole, playing"L" everywhereis the only
strategywhich survivesiterated deletion of dominatedstrategies.To see why,
observethat player i must play "L" at the informationset which containsthe cv
for which xi(Z) < 0. Suppose that i's informationat c is {co,cv+ 1} and that
c + 1 < 2N (an analogousargumentholds if i's informationat to is {w - 1, w}).
But now, the other player, j, has informationsets {cv- 1, cv}and {(o+ 1, cv+ 2}
overlappingthat first informationset. At those informationsets, she assigns
probabilityat least 1/2 to player i choosing "L." But then, by the assumption
that xj(w) < 2, for all c E Q, "L" must be the best response for player j on
those informationsets. But now an inductiveargumentshows this must be true
for all states. Note that for this argumentit does not matterat which o we have
xi(Z) < 0, only that such an cv exists. Hence, the infection argumentis global,
not local.
We can also see in this examplethat an infection argumentmakesinteresting
predictionseven when there does not exist a dominantstrategy.Suppose now
that xi(Z) > 0, for all w E Q and i = 1, 2. Consider a pure-strategyBayesian
Nash Equilibrium(BNE) where "L" is playedby some playerat some information set. By exactly the argument above, we see that "L" must be played
everywherein that equilibrium.Thus, there exist exactlytwo pure-strategyBNE:
both alwaysplay L and both alwaysplay R.
We want to explore what makes this infection argumentoperate in general.
In this example,two propertieswere key. First, action L was alwaysthe unique
best responsefor any playeron any informationset where he assignedprobability 1/2 to the other playerchoosing L. Second, if we fix any informationset E
of any player,some statementof the form "1 believes with probability1/2 that
2 believes with probability1/2 that 1 believes... that the true state is in E" is
alwaystrue. The crucialfact is that the probabilityin the second statementis no
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smallerthan the probabilityin the first (the fact that the probabilitiesare both
1/2 is immaterial-any probabilitiesin (0, 1) will do). The next sectionsgeneralize this idea by introducingpropertiesof the informationsystemand properties
of the payoffs,and showingthat the relationshipbetween them gives a sufficient
conditionfor the infection argumentto operate.
3. THE INFORMATION

SYSTEM AND THE BELIEF POTENTIAL

In this section, we show how a single number, the beliefpotential, can be
thoughtof as measuringthe susceptibilityof the informationsystemto infection.
First, we introduce notation. An information system is the structure
[fl,{1,2},{99}i=1 2,1T],where [2 is a finite set of states of the world;{1,2} is the
set of players; 9ti is the partition of states of the world representing the
informationof player i; and rris a strictlypositivepriorprobabilitydistribution
on [. Each playeris assumedto share the same prior rr on 2. We will write cv
for a typical element of

[2.

Then

IT(w)

is the probability of state cv.We will also

write Pi(w) for the element of i's partition,i, containingstate cv.Thus if the
true state is cv,Pi(Z) is the set of states whichplayer i thinkspossible.We write
Y[ for the field generatedby i's partition,i.e., the set of unions and intersections of events in 9j. We assume that there is some nontrivialinformationso
that for some i,
=A {f2}.
The belief potential is defined using the idea of beliefoperatorson the state
space. Such belief operatorswere introducedin a related context by Monderer
and Samet (1989). Write the conditionalprobabilityof event E, given event F,
as IT[EIF] =

tor, BP: 2
(3.1)

"-*

Y2 ErEr(FIT(C)/YW FIT(Wu). Now

define player l's p-belief opera-

2Q, by

BPE = [{t EQH(EIP1(cv)) >p} .

Thus BP'E is the set of states where player 1 attachesprobabilityat least p to
the event E. With BP defined analogously,BPBPEis the set of states where 2
believes with probabilityp that 1 believes with probabilityp that event E will
occur. We will be interested in the set of states where either this is the case,
U E. Notice
or E is true. Thus define the operator HP(-) as HPE BfPBPE
that, for any given prior 7r, there exists an E > 0 such that, for all p < , BP'E=
{w E QIP1(iv)n E X 0}. Therefore,if there is no nontrivialcommonknowledge
and p is sufficientlysmall, HP is a strictly increasingfunction on nontrivial
events in 91i i.e., E' DE
HP'(E') D HP'(E) (c means "weakinclusion").Thus
progressiveapplicationof HP will eventuallycover the whole state space. We
will be interestedin the largest p for which this is true.
DEFINITION: The belief potential, ul(E), of an event E is the largest number p
such that, for some k > 1, [HP ]kE = Q2.

To see that every event has a well defined belief potential, notice first that
p > q implies BPE cBqE: If an event is believedwith probabilityat least p, it is
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believed with probabilityat least q, if p is strictly greater than q. Now, by
induction,we know that p > q implies that [H ]kE c [Hql]kE. But since belief
operators are defined in terms of a weak inequality, toE BiqE for all q <p
implies cvE B/PE. So there exists a largestp such that the abovepropertyholds.
It would be possible to derive results using this local (i.e., event-specific)
notion of belief potential.But our main result,like the examplein the previous
section, does not depend on a particularevent startingthe infection argument.
The belief potential of the informationsystem is the largest p such that the
infection argumentworksfor everynontrivialevent measurablewith respect to
some individual'spartition.
DEFINITION:

The belief potential, a, of an information system is the minimum

belief potentialof any nonemptymeasurableevent in the system:
(3.2)

or

min
iE{1,2),EE

oi(E).
Y[\0

It is useful to illustrate this notion by means of an example. Consider the
followinginformationsystem:
Q2= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9},
41 = ({1,2,3},{4,5,6},
42= ({1,4,7},{2,5,

r

{7,8,9}),

8}, {3,6,9}),

21 ' 7 ' 7 ' 7 '21 ' 7' 7' 7' 21

Consider event E

=

{1,2,3}. If p > 3/7; then BPE

=

0. Thus the belief

potential of E can be no more than 3/7. Suppose 1/7 <p <3/7. Then
BPE = {2, 3,5,6,8, 9} and BPBPE = Q. Thus ul(E) = 3/7. By the symmetry of
the example, the belief potential of every other informationset is also 3/7;
larger events measurable on some individual'spartition have higher belief
potential, and so the (global)belief potential of this informationsystemis 3/7.
As we will see in Section 5, the notion of belief potential is preciselywhat is
needed in characterizingthose situations in which the "infection argument"
operates.3It can also be shown that the belief potential is the mirrorimage of
the notion of commonbelief, as defined by Mondererand Samet (1989). The
following lemma is important in developing our arguments, and has some
independentinterest.All proofs for this section are presentedin the Appendix.
LEMMA 3.1: Suppose or is the belief potential of the information system. Then,
the following three statements are equivalent:
(i) p > cr.
(ii) There is an event E such that BJPEcE for all j and B/PEe {0, Q} for
some i.
(iii) There is an event Ei E Fj \{0, Q} such that, for j # i, B/PBJPEc Ei.
3Sorin (1993) introduces a related measure of the global impact of an event on an information

system.
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Mondererand Samet (1989, p. 177) show that the notion of common belief
can be given a "fixedpoint"characterizationin termsof "p-evident"events.An
event E is said to be p-evident if E c BjPEfor all j. Event A is common
p-belief at cv if and only if there exists a p-evident event E such that
w EFEcBBjPA,
for all j. Our claim that the belief potentialis the mirrorimage of
commonbelief is embodiedin the followingresult.4
THEOREM

3.1: Suppose a is the beliefpotential of the information system. Then

< 1 - p if and only if there is a p-evident event E for which BPE e {0, Q} for
some i.

Thus, for a given belief potential, we can guarantee the existence of a
(1 - o)-evident event which is believed somewhere, but not everywhere,by
some individual.Conversely,if we find a nontrivialp-evident event with the
largestpossible p, then a = 1 - p. Anticipatingour main result concerningthe
infection argumentin Section 5, we can say that Theorem 3.1 provides a link
between commonbeliefs and the infection argument.
It is a consequenceof Theorem3.1 that the belief potentialof an information
system is zero if and only if there exist nontrivialsubsets of the state space
which are 1-evident,which in this context implies they are commonknowledge
whenever they are true. This shows when the lower bound of the belief
potential is attained.We can also providean upper bound.
THEOREM

3.2: The belief potential of any information system is less than or

equal to 1/2.

Theorem3.2 is tight in the sense that 1/2 is not only an upper bound on the
belief potential,but is also attainedfor some informationsystems.The information systemin the exampleof Section 2 has a belief potential of 1/2.
4. p-DOMINANCE

Having set out the key propertyof the informationsystem,we now turn to
payoffs.An incomplete-informationgame consists of G = [I, {AJ}i=1,2, 9i1i=1,2]
where I is an informationsystemas describedin the previoussection; Ai is the
finite set of actions availableto player i; and gi: A x Q --* R is player i's payoff
function, where A =A1 xA2. Assume players know their own payoff function,
i.e., gi(a; w) is measurable with respect to Ri.

Thus, in each state cv,there is a one-shot (complete-information)
game, with
payoff function gi(ai, aj; to). A pure strategy for player i in the incompleteinformation game is a function si: f ---Ai, measurable with respect to his

partition.Write Si for the set of such pure strategies.Now a pure-strategypair
4A related treatment can be found in Monderer and Samet (1990, p. 15-16) although they don't
explicitly link common beliefs and the infection argument.
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is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the incomplete-informationgame if,
and all ti E Si,

E

rr(w)gi[si(w),sj(w);

to] >

E rr(w)gi[ti(w),sj(w);

to].

For a pair of actions (a1, a2) to infect the state space, we requirethe notion
that a. is a best response for player i to aj, just as long as player i assigns at
least probabilityp to j choosing action aj (regardlessof what probabilityhe
assignsto other possible actions).
DEFINITION:
Action pair (a1, a2) is p-dominant in the state cv game if, for
everyprobabilitydistributionA on Ai such that A(a1) > p and all bi eiA,

F, A(bj)gi(ai, bj;(o) > E: A(bj)gi(bi, bj; 1)
bjeAj

bjeAj

If (a1, a2) is p-dominant,ai is the uniquebest responsefor playeri as long as
he believes that the other player will play a1 with probabilityat least p. This
definitionis equivalentto requiring(a1, a2) to be p-dominantin everytwo-by-two
game generatedby restrictingthe multi-actiongame to action sets B1 = {a1,b1},
B2 -{a2, b21 for some b1 eA1, b2 eA2. Notice that if (a1, a2) is p-dominantfor
some p, then (a1, a2) is q-dominantfor any p < q < 1.
The notion of p-dominanceunifiesa numberof standardconcepts:(a1, a2) is
a strict Nash equilibriumif (a1, a2) is 1-dominant,and actions a1 and a2 are
dominant actions if (a1, a2) is 0-dominant. Also notice that the notion of
p-dominanceintroducedhere generalizesHarsanyiand Selten's(1988)notion of
riskdominance.To see why,observethat actionpair (a1, a2) is 1/2-dominant in
the state cv complete-informationgame if, for i #j and for all b1 e Al and
b2 EA2,

gi(aj, aj; co) + 1gi(ai, bj; co) > gi(bi, aj; co) +

(

bj; cv).

This exactlycoincideswith Harsanyiand Selten's risk-dominancein symmetric two-action games. For many-actionsymmetricgames, the notion of 1/2dominanceis more stringentthan riskdominance,however,as it makescomparisons between the candidateaction pair and all other actions,not just between
Nash equilibriumaction pairs.
An examplewill illustratethe characterof p-dominanceand the relation to
risk-dominance.Considerthe followingsymmetricgame.
Player2

Player1

L

C

R

T

7,7

0,0

0,0

M
D

0,0
0,0

2,2
0,7

7,0
8,8
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This game has three strict Nash equilibria:(T, L), (M, C), and (D, R). Risk
dominance in Harsanyi and Selten (1988) involves pairwise comparisonsof
these strictNash equilibria:(T, L) riskdominates(M, C), (M, C) risk dominates
(D, R), and (D, R) risk dominates(T, L). Thus, the relationshipmay very well
be cyclical.The notion of p-dominancewe introducedis global, in the sense
that each strict Nash equilibriumaction pair is being comparedwith all other
actions. In our terminology,(T, L) is p-dominant for every p strictlygreater
than 8/15; (D, C) is p-dominant for any p greater than 7/9; (D, R) is
p-dominantfor any p greater than 2/3. So, for any 8/15 <p< 2/3, (T, L) is
the uniquep-dominant action pair. Therefore, a suitable choice of p can
eliminate the cycle, and pick a unique p-dominant action pair; but in this
example a p greater than 1/2 is required.More generally,Lemma 4.1 below
showsthe following:if there is more than one p-dominantactionpair, then p is
more than 1/2; and, genericallyfor gameswith pure-strategyequilibria,there is
somep for which there is a uniqueaction pair which is p-dominant.The proof
to this lemma is in the Appendix.
LEMMA4.1: (i) If p < 1/2, there is at most one p-dominant action pair.

(ii) Generically in payoffs, every game has either only strictly mixed Nash
equilibria or exactly one p-dominant Nash equilibrium action pair (a,, a2),. for
some p.

The main result of the next section is applicableonly if there exists an action
pair which is p-dominantfor some p less than or equal to 1/2 (since the belief
potential is no largerthan 1/2, as Theorem3.2 shows). Lemma4.1 shows that
there is at most one such actionpair. But how likelyis it that there existssuch a
pair? Note first that for generic symmetric2 by 2 games with pure equilibria,
there is alwaysa risk-dominant,and thus a 1/2-dominant equilibrium.But for
many-actiongames there need not exist 1/2-dominant equilibria,as the example above shows. On the other hand, an earlier version of our paper (Morris,
Rob, and Shin (1993)) shows that 1/2-dominant equilibriacan occur in some
contexts,includinga partnershipgame with manyactions.
5. BELIEF POTENTIAL, p-DOMINANCE,

AND RISK DOMINANCE

We are now in a position to state the main theorem of the paper.
THEOREM 5.1: Suppose that (1) the information system has belief potential of
o-, (2) (a1, a2) is o-dominant at every state; and (3) some player i at some state W*
knows the event "ai is a strongly dominant action." Then playing (a1, a2)
everywhereis the unique rationalizable strategy profile of the incomplete-information game.

PROOF:

Let Ri be the set of rationalizable strategies of i. Let U1=
= ai, for all si e R}. Thus f2i is the set of states where i plays

(co e 2 si(s)
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action ai in every rationalizablestrategy.Let E = Pi(w*), i.e., the event where
ai is strictlydominantfor player i; clearly E c ni. Now by (2), B7QI c Qn and
Bi'Qjc12j. Thus Hi =E Bi?Bj?EUEc Qi and by induction[HiIkE cf2i for all
k. But by (1) [Hi']kE = Q, so Qf==

=

Q.

Q.E.D.

This result shouldbe viewed in the light of Lemma4.1, namelythat there can
be at most one p-dominant action pair if p < 1/2. Since the belief potential
cannot exceed 1/2, Theorem 5.1 has an impact when some action pair is
p-dominantfor a small p. The smallerp is, the greaterwill be the impact of
Theorem5.1.
Theorem 5.1 is also tight in the following sense. Suppose an information
system has belief potential o-. Then for any p > o-, it is possible to specify
payoffs such that some action pair (a1, a2) is p-dominantat every state, some
player i at some state w* knows the event "ai is a stronglydominantaction,"
but there is a pure-strategyBayesianNash equilibriumwhere ai is not played
everywhere.Let us give the construction,since it helps illustratethe significance
of the belief potential. Choose a such that p > a > o-; then (by clause (iii) of
Lemma3.1), there exists for some player(say, 1), an event E1 E S1, E 0 0 or
Q, such that BjaBaElcEl. Now suppose that at states in E1, payoffsare
Player2
L
Player 1

L

1-a

1-a,

1 -a,O

0a
O,

0,

R
while at states in

R

E1, payoffsare
Player2
L

Player1

L
R

|

1-a,l-a
0,0

R

0,0
a, a

Note that (L, L) is p-dominantat every state and L is a dominantaction for 1
on event E1. This game has a pure strategyBayesianNash equilibriumwhere
B2PE1and S2('W)=R
s1(o) = L if tcE1, s1(w) = R if t c E1; S2(6U)=L if wE=
if w E B2PE1.Player2's strategyis optimal, since he will play L exactlywhen
he assigns probabilitygreater than a to player 1 choosing L, i.e., on event
B2aE1.At all states in E1, 1 assignsprobabilitystrictlyless than a to 2 playing
L (since BaB aEl c El), and so plays R.
Theorem 5.1 used the infection argument and the existence of a strongly
dominantaction to give a precise predictionof play in a game of incomplete
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information.The corollarywhich follows makesno assumptionabout a strongly
dominantaction somewhereon the state space. Therefore,we are not able to
predictuniquelythe outcome. Still, we can use the infection argumentto make
a conditional claim.
COROLLARY:

Suppose that (1) the information system has belief potential of oC;

(2) (a,, a ) is o-dominantat every state. Supposethat (S1(),

s2(0))

is a pure-

strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the incomplete-information game, with
sj(w) = ai for some i and some w. Then sj(w) = aj, for both i and all W.

In the game described in the Corollary(unlike in Theorem 5.1), iterated
deletion of dominatedstrategieswill typicallyhave no bite. Thus it could be that
there are two actionpairswhich are strictpure-strategyNash equilibriaat every
state, in whichcase we knowthat there are two simple BayesianNash equilibria
where each of these action pairs is played everywhere.Nonetheless, if one of
these action pairs is o-dominant(where o- is the belief potential), the conditional statement of the Corollarycan be made in reference to it, but not in
reference to the other equilibrium.However, if each player has only two
possible actions, the corollary implies that in any pure strategy BNE, only
"simple"strategiesare played.That is, there maybe a pure strategyBNE where
each playertakes the actionwhichis not in the o-dominantactionprofile.But if
one of the o-dominantactions is ever taken, each playertakes the o-dominant
action everywhere.Put differently,there are no equilibria where a player
"alternates"between actions. This result need not apply,however,when there
are more than two actions.
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APPENDIX
In the proofs, we appeal to the following properties of belief operators, which are stated without
proof:
(0) E cF implies BPE c BPF.
(1) If p > q, then BPE c B9E.
(2) If C) CB E for all q < p, then w c BPE.
(3) If Ec E:, then BP[EuF]=EUBPF.
E
(4) For a given information system and any p > 0, there exists q > 1 - p such that B E c E
cBP
E.
E c -E.
(5) If q > 1-p, then E cBPE =*B
(6) If there are two individuals and
j = {11} for some i, then there exists an event E with
EcB05 E, for all j, and B?.5E e {0, 12} for some i.
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PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1: [(iii) * (i)] SupposeB PBjPEi cEi for some j = i, Ei E[
Then HiPEi= Ei for some i E {1,2}, Ei E Y[\{0, l2}

=E
H
[H/']kEi

2 for all k> 1, for some iE {1,2}, Eie Y[\{0,d2}

=lio(Ei) <p for some i c {1, 2}, Ei e.e
0*

\{0, l2}.

\ {0, l2}

< p.

[(i) (iii)] Conversely,suppose there does not exist Eic= $\{0, (2) such that BiPBjPEicEi,
where j * i. Then HiPis strictlyincreasingfor all i, Ei E $t\{0, l2}
[Hp]kEi = l2 for some k > 1, for all i, E,
=lio(Ei) >p for all i, Ei E

E

{0}

[\0

ff>P.

[(ii) (iii)]SupposeBJPEc E for all j and B/PE e {0, Q2}for some i. Let Ei = B/PEe {0, l2}; now
c B/PE= El.
= B/BJPB'PEc BJPB/PE
for j * i (usingfact 0), BJPBJPEI
[(iii) (ii)] SupposeB/PBJPEc Ei for some j # i, Ei e f\ {0, l2}. Now let E = Ei u BJPEi.Then
(by fact 3 above) BPE = Ei u B PBPE= Ei c E; BjPE= BjPEic E; and B PE = Ei e {0, l2}. Thus E
satisfiesthe propertyof clause (ii) of the Lemma.
PROOF OF THEOREM3.1: SupposeE cBfPE for all j and B/PE {0, l2} for some i. Then (1) (by
e
for all q > 1 - p (since q > 1 - p and
fact 5) B9 c -E for all q > 1 - p, for all j; (2) B9" E 12,
*
Bf9 E =12
B PE = 0, a contradiction);
(3) Bfl9-E # 0, for all q E (1 - p, q'), for some q' > 1 - p
(since B 9 E = 0 for all q > 1 - p BjPE = 12, a contradiction).Now by Lemma3.1 we have q > rf
for all q E (1 - p, q'), i.e. of 6 1 -p.
Supposep < 1 - o-. Choosesome q > 1 - p suchthat fact 4 is satisfied.Since of < 1 -p < q, there
is (by Lemma3.1) an event E with BjqEc E for all i and B "Ee {0, (l2 for some i. Now (1) (by fact
for all j; (2) BP-E#0
4) -EcBjP-E,
(since B P E=0
E=0=*E=(2=*B
9E=(2, a
contradiction);(3) B/PE * d2 (since q> 1 -p and BP E = d2 B 9E = 0, a contradiction).So
there is a nontrivialp-evident event wheneverp < 1 - o. By fact (2), there is also a nontrivial

p-evident event when p = 1 - o.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2: By fact 6

above, there exists a nontrivialevent which is 1/2-evident.

Thus by Theorem 3.1, o- 6 1 - 1/2 = 1/2.
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1: (i) Suppose p 6 1/2, (a1,a2) and (b1, b2) are p-dominantand ai = bi.
Then we have the contradictoryimplications:
gi(ai, aj; w) + 'gi(ai,

bj;w) > 'gi(bi, aj; w) + 'gi(bi, bj;),

gi(bi, aj; w) + 2gi(bi, bj; w) > 'gi(ai, aj; (w) + 'gi(ai, bj; 0)).

(ii) If there is a pure strategyNash equilibrium,then genericallythere is at least one strictNash
equilibrium.Generically,everystrictNash equilibriumwill be p-dominantfor a differentset of p.
For example,if (a1,a2) is a strict Nash equilibrium,adding e to each player'spayofffrom action
pair(a1,a2) will alwaysenlargethe set of p for which(a1, a2) is p-dominantandweaklyreducethe
set of p for whicheveryother strictNash equilibriumpair is p-dominant.
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